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Single View 

How Milton Keynes Council used 
Fibonacci’s fSeries to create 

a portal collating information 
around a person from various systems, 

all shown together in one place. 
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Single View at Milton Keynes brings together key 

information, centered around a client from: 

 

 LIQUIDLOGIC LCS (including MASH) 

 CAPITA ONE 

 TRIBAL EARLY YEARS 

 EXCEL WORKSHEETS 

 

And plans are in place to add the following in the 

near future: 

 

 CAREERVISION IYSS POST-16 

 SOFTSMART CHILDRENS CENTRES 

 FRAMEWORK I (ADULTS) 

 CACI YOT 

 

In fact, fSeries can connect to almost any data 

source, including: 

 

 SQL DATABASES (ORACLE, MSSQL, MYSQL, 

ACCESS etc.) 

 MICROSOFT EXCEL 

 MICROSOFT DYNAMICS CRM 

 MICROSOFT SHAREPOINT 

 XML FILES 

 CSV FILES 

 THIRD PARTY APIs 

KEY INFORMATION 

Gather. Show. Print. Share. 

WHY MILTON KEYNES CREATED SINGLE VIEW 

At Milton Keynes, as in all social care teams, social workers need to see a single 

view of everything about a child. A lot of time can be wasted searching different 

systems to get at information and some key details might be missed; and pulling 

together reports such as chronologies can be a time consuming process that 

takes social workers away from their real job—caring for children. 

Fibonacci and Milton Keynes Council have worked together to create a single 

view of children and young people in their care. Using Fibonacci’s fSeries, the CYP 

Single View already brings together key information from Liquidlogic LCS 

(including MASH and Early Help), Capita ONE, Tribal Early Years, and more. 

How It Works 

EASY TO USE, EASY TO MANAGE, AND EASY TO IMPLEMENT 

End users only require a web browser to access the system. Users can either 

open the viewer directly and search for a client or link to it from their own 

application. fSeries takes care of connecting the client across the different 

systems (and letting them know if not all information is currently available). Once 

opened they can select different views from the list on the left and each is 

available as a word processed document and/or spreadsheet.  

We encourage local authorities to share data queries, document templates and 

presentation layouts. Our software provides import/export facilities, allowing 

one authority to quickly get going using shared layouts from another. 

The Client Demographics screen combines from Capita ONE and Liquidlogic LCS, matched on the 

UPN. Specific fields can be highlighted (such as the current school), and users can drill down into a 

client’s siblings or any relationships by clicking on their name. 



WHAT SKILLS ARE NEEDED? 

We do the hard bits so you don’t have 

to. Laying out presentations is a drag-

and-drop process using a web 

browser, and if you can use Microsoft 

Word you can design reports—our 

fDocs template design tool is an add-in 

for Word, giving you all the power of 

Word with the data in the right place. 

HOW QUICK DID IT HAPPEN? 

From the initial meeting, Single View 

was created in around six weeks, 

including four days of consultancy 

from Fibonacci. As presentations, 

queries, and templates can be shared 

between authorities, this makes 

implementation rapid and effective. 

WHAT INFRASTRUCTURE IS NEEDED? 

fSeries is based on Microsoft.NET 

technology and requires a Windows 

server running IIS7 or above. We 

recommend Microsoft Server 2008 or 

above; our full set of technical 

requirements can be found on our 

help site: https://help.fibonacci.co.uk 

SECURE AND AUDITABLE 

Data security is built into the system and this can extend all the way to role based 

(RBAC) or attribute based (ABAC) access control to individual fields if 

needed. fSeries supports single sign-on using Microsoft Active Directory. 

Audit Logging functionality allows managers to record and see which clients have 

been viewed, by whom, and when this occurred. 

Other than audit information, no data is retained by fSeries at any time as it is a 

read-only system. Data comes straight from the data source into the on-screen 

presentation or printed report. 
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The Education Summary shows pupil identifiers, a school history, attendance, exclusions and key 

stage results. Attendance below 90% has been highlighted, and exclusions are shown by type and 

number of days as a graph. 

The Social Care Summary shows early help information, the MASH summary, LAC periods of care, 

referrals, and a separate panel which filters out domestic violence from the referrals. 

All trademarks are acknowledged as belonging to their respective owners. 

Fibonacci has no connection nor any association with Microsoft, Liquidlogic, or Capita plc. 



Fibonacci was created to bring a range of innovative add-on 

technologies to the business applications world. By blending 

existing and new technologies together we create a range of ways 

in which customers can drive business improvements through 

focused software deployments. 

We began working with local authorities in 2007 to help social 

workers get the data they needed to see in one place, and to 

create well designed outputs that show the important information 

they need, where they need it on the page. 

Just as important is our approach to customer service. It means a 

lot to us for our customers to get as much as they can out of 

fSeries and at the same time listen to what they tell us to get it 

better and better all the time. 

Fibonacci is proud to be located at the state-of-the-art £4.2m 

Silverstone Innovation Centre opened in 2005 and based at the 

Silverstone racing circuit. The centre holds up to 40 high 

performance engineering and growing companies, and is a hub of 

entrepreneurial activity in the area. 

About Us 
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Silverstone Innovation Centre 
Silverstone Circuit, Northamptonshire 

t: 01327 856235 
e: enquiries@fibonacci.co.uk 

http://www.fibonacci.co.uk 

 


